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Abstract 
 

This paper documents the architecture of the Capture-HPC client. It is hoped that using this document, developers 
will form a clearer understanding of the implementation of Capture-HPC and use this as a base from which to 

explore areas of research within high interaction client honey-pots and extend functionality of the HPC client. This 
document supports the documentation of the honey client code and should not be used as a replacement for the code.  

 
A brief introduction to the Capture-HPC system is provided before describing the entities and relationships of the 
objects in the client. Event traces are presented which describes the communication flow given the set of possible 

system events. 
 
 
1. Introduction, what is the Capture-HPC? 
 
The Capture-HPC is a high interaction Honeypot; a 
security application which actively searches for 
malicious servers that attack web browsers or any other 
application  (such acrobat reader) which access remote 
material or the underlying operating system. This differs 
from the low interactive form of the conventional 
passive-honeypot system that simply awaits attacks. The 
client presents itself to the potentially malicious non-
local server as an authentic operating system and 
application set which; unknown to the attacker site 
exists within a VMWare-based virtual environment 
enriched with logging and analysis tools which detect 
malicious activity. This includes network loggers, 
kernel/registry loggers, file creation and deletion event 
loggers amongst many other possibilities.  The 
environment may be distributed amongst many hosts or 
single hosts with many VM- environments which add to 
the scalability of the search technique.  
 
 
1.1 HoneyNet System operation overview 
 
The Capture-HPC system consists of both client and 
server subsystem.  In typical operation the server is run 
on one host machine and one or more capture clients are 
run within their own VMWare virtual environments, on 
the same or independent physical hosts.   
 
The server initially connects to the virtual machine via 
the VMWare VIX library over the network and invokes 
the Capture client within the virtual environment. The 
capture client initialises a set of system monitors 
including file system, registry, process and network 
monitors  and forms a socket communication channel 
for exchange of information between client and server.    
Once a communication channel is established the server 
issues a batch of visit events to the capture client which 
in turn directs a set of web-browsers or applications to 

visit the website or remote material.  Currently 
supported applications include Safari, Firefox and 
Internet Explorer web browsers, Adobe reader, Open 
office writer and Microsoft office applications.   
During the visitation the Capture client monitors the 
virtual machine state for any changes to the underlying 
operating environment and if any changes are found the 
capture client logs the event and sends the information 
back to the server. At the occurrence of any malicious 
events the capture server also logs the newly received 
information, resets the virtual machine to a base state 
and continues with further visitations.  
 
Figure 1 below provides an overview of the client 
components and Figure 2 provides an overview of the 
CaptureHPC system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1 Client components. 
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Figure 2  Capture-HPC system overview. 
 
2. Client architecture 
 
The following section describes the object and object 
interactions within the client. The architecture of the 
server is not approached in this document. 
 
2.1 The Client 
 
The client itself is composed of a set of four subsystems; 
the Client/Server communication, Visitor, Analyzer and 
Event-Controller (internal communications) as shown in 
figure 1.  
 
2.2 Communication subsystem 
 
The communications subsystem provides a protocol for 
communication between the server entity and the local 
client. This subsystem is composed of two objects: a 
Transmitter -<Server> and Receiver <ServerReceive>.  
Messages are received from the remote server by the 
client side Receiver. The Receiver stub runs in its own 
execution thread and simply polls on XML based server 
messages -either as Pings or <VisitEvent> notifications.     
 
Once a message is received the receiver passes the XML 
messages <EventManager>, which then decrypts the 
XML and signals object functions such as starting and 
stopping monitors and application plug-ins.   
 
2.3 The Visitor subsystem 
 
The Visitor subsystem is responsible for directing 
applications (including web-browsers) to the URL’s, 
sent to the Capture-HPC client for processing. Upon an 
initialisation call from the server (via the 
<EventMonitor>) the <Visitor> initialises all of the 
Visitor-plug-ins including IE plug-in, Safari, Adobe 
reader, Firefox, Opera, Microsoft Word, and OO writer.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
These plug-ins all implement a common interface the 
<<ApplicationPlugin>> which includes the method 
<VisitGroup(VisitEvent)> -which visits a list of URL’s. 
The Visitor then connects to the <EventManager> in 
order to receive <VisitEvents> issued by the Capture 
server. 
 
The <Visitor> object operates in a separate thread when 
executing each plug-in and will block inside the plug-in 
while it waits for the <VisitEvent> to complete.  
 
The <Visitor> keeps the <Analyzer> well informed 
along every step of the visitation process; prior to the 
<ApplicationPlugin> visit event, upon completion of the 
<ApplicationPlugin> and at occurrence of any errors 
during the <VisitEvent>.  The <Analyzer> reports these 
events via the communications subsystem to the remote 
server.  
 
Visitation of applications may be run in three different 
modes, sequential, bulk and divide and conquer 
visitation. Sequential mode performs visitation of the 
URL set in a sequential fashion. The bulk mode 
performs a set of visit requests all at once.  The DAC 
method involves the applications visiting the websites in 
bulk mode and upon a malicious event detected will 
perform a divide and conquer algorithm to isolate the 
offending site.   
 
2.4 The Analyzer subsystem 
 
The Analyzer subsystem is responsible for maintaining 
the various virtual machine monitors within the system.  
Presently the monitors include a file system monitor, 
process monitor, registry monitor and the network 
monitor. The file system monitor detects creation, 
opening, reading, writing and deletion of files. The 
process monitor detects any events that the underlying 
operating system provides as instrumentation. The 
registry monitors the system registry for all but not 
limited to the following operations; create, open, delete, 
delete value, set value, enumerate keys, enumerate value, 
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query, query value, and close. The network monitor 
currently detects opening and closing of ports on any 
installed interface. 
 
The monitors each run in separate threads, and either 
poll on kernel events (in the case of the file system) or 
system level events are triggered by the kernel –in the 
case of network port monitoring, registry monitoring 
and process monitors where low lifetimes of events may 
fairly be expected.  
 
The monitors implement a common interface which has 
methods start(), stop(), InstallKernelDriver() and 
LoadExclusionList() / AddExclusion().   Exclusions are 
a set that is bypassed by the monitor components that 
would otherwise be erroneously detected by the system 
monitor as instigated by a malicious site.  
 
Upon instantiation each monitor loads the monitor’s 
kernel driver, creates an exclusion list based on a 
configuration file, initialises a log file for kernel driver 
events, and connects itself to the <EventController>, 
which signals any arrival of new exclusion descriptors 
straight to the monitors.  
Upon the detection of an event a monitor will decode 
the driver message, check the exclusion list for the event 
received and finally signal the arrival of the event to the 
Analyzer.  
 
The Analyser receiving this event will package any 
event details and send the event package to the 
communication subsystem to relay the messages.   
 
2.5 The Event-Controller (and internal 
communications) 
 
All communications from the server and between the 
monitor objects and visitor objects are coordinated by 
the <EventController>. The event controller is 
responsible from decoding visit requests from the server, 
initiating the visitor object –which in turn controls the 
visitation process, and initiates the analyser. 
 
All subsystems communicate through signals from the 
boost STL –private object methods that are invoked by a 
second privileged object  
 
2.6 Support objects 
 
The <Logger>, <OptionsManager> and <Process 
managers> are considered support objects. The Logger 
object logs events to a method of operation.  
The <OptionsManager> maintains the globally 
accessible options within the system. Objects will query 
the <OptionsManager> to direct execution flow based 
on the users options provided in command line 
arguments. Enabling disabling monitors are examples of 
options available to the system.  
The <ProcessManager> is used by the process monitor 
to map process ID of newly created processes to process 
paths. This is signalled on a new process event. 
 
 

3.  Event traces, threads and entity relationships. 
 
The following figures provide a pictorial view of the 
entities of the client honeypot, entity relationships, the 
threaded objects, and the event traces.  It is hoped that 
the following may be used as a concise operational view 
of the capture code.  
The ownership relationship between entities is shown 
below by the red solid diamond with the tail connected 
to the owner object, whereas a dotted red line indicates 
that the object rooted at the tail maintains a pointer to 
the object.  
Communication lines are drawn in black with multiline 
bus drawn with crossing lines. Input methods are 
represented by blocks on the left of the object whilst 
output methods are written on the right. 
Primitive state variables are located at the top right of 
objects and maintained data structure are on the left. 
Event traces are labelled in the order of occurrences and 
highlighted on the figures. 
 
3.1 Client initialisation event 
 
The Capture client is invoked through the VMWare API 
by the server object. The capture client instantiates the 
system then forms a socket communication channel with 
the Server. The client side <ServerReceive> object then 
polls on a message from the server object.  
 
3.2 Visit URL event 
 
When a visit event is received by the <ServerReceive> 
object, it passes the message to the <EventController> 
which extracts the event type and then signals the 
<Visitor>::OnServerEvent() method. The 
OnServerEvent() routine creates a <VisitEvent> object 
and initialises it with a URL to visit.  
 
3.3 Malicious event 
 
When a monitor object detects a malicious event the 
monitor calls On(Monitor)Event within the <Analyser> 
object. The <Analyser> sends the event message to the 
to the client side Server object. The Server then sends 
the raw data to the remote server. Figure 6 describes the 
malicious event process. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 1, The honey client architecture.
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Figure 2,Client Initialisation . 
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Figure 3,Visit event received from server. 
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objects.
*State is the object or system state.

signal<void (const
Element&)>

1:1

1:1

1:11:1 1:1

Application::visitGroup(
visitEvent* visitEvent)

Monitor::start()/
stop()

1:1
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Figure 4,Malicious event detected. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Acrobat (offline only)

 Visitor

Load Client Plugins.

(1,M)Applications – bool monitorRunning
bool driverInstalled
bool monitorModifiedFiles

Objects State

Signals

onServerEvent(const
Element& element) OnServerEvent

Input OutputOutput

Connection Through Observer/
Observable signal

ServerReceive (client side stub)

Receive thread, sends all generated messages to the event 
controller.

bool running

Objects State

Signals
Input Output

Socket EventController::receiveServe
rEvent()

Analyzer*

Initialize all monitors via start and connect to event manager.

(1,1)Visitor&
(1,1)Server&
(1,M)<Monitors>
(1,1)ProcessMonitor 
(1,1)RegistryMonitor
(1,1)FileMonitor
(1,1)NetworkPacketDumper;

bool malicious;
bool collectModifiedFiles;
bool
captureNetworkPackets;

Objects State

Signals

onProcessEvent

onRegistryEvent

onFileEvent

onOptionChanged

Update(int eventType, 
const VisitEvent& 
visitEvent)

Input OutputOutput

Connection

Connection

Connection

Connection

Server::sendSystem
Event()

Logger

A singleton which is 
accessible to all objects. 
Allows any object to write 
data to the log file if required.

Process manager

Used by the monitors to
retrieve the process path
from a process ID. 
When a process event 
occurs the ProcessManager 
is informed and the path 
names of the created 
process are added
to a map.

Options manager

Responsible for managing 
the global options available 
to the client. Command line
arguments are sent to this
object so that they are 
globally available to all other 
objects in the system.

Signals

Output

Process monitor
Process monitor polls on a kernel event signal. The event is 
processed via the <ProcessManager> and checked for 
exclusion then passed onto objects attached to the 
onProcessEvent slot.

HANDLE hEvent;
HANDLE hDriver;
BYTE* registryEventsBuffer;

bool driverInstalled;
bool monitorRunning;

Objects State

Signals

onProcessExclusionReceiv
edConnection

signal<void
(const wstring&, const
wstring&, const DWORD, 
const wstring&,
const wstring&)>

Input Output

Connection signal

<<Monitor interface>>

start (virtual)
stop (virtual)
installKernelDriver/ unInstallKernelDriver
loadExclusionList/addExclusion

Thread which polls on registry events generated from the kernel 
drivers. When events are received, These are checked against
exclusion and passed onto all objects which are attached to the
onRegistryEvent slot. 

File monitor

HANDLE hDriver;
HANDLE CommunicationPort;
BYTE* fileEvents;

bool monitorRunning;
bool driverInstalled;
bool monitorModifiedFiles;

Objects State

Signals

connect_onRegistryEvent(c
onst
signal_registryEvent::slot_t
ype& s);

signal<void
(const wstring&, const
wstring&, const DWORD, 
const wstring&,

const wstring&)>

Input OutputOutput

Connection signal

Network monitor (To be implemented)

Globally accessible objects

Chrome(to be completed)IE

Safari

WordOOWriterOpera

Firefox

<<Application interface>>

virtual void visitGroup(VisitEvent* visitEvent)

1:N

1:1

Input

Signals

Server (client side stub)

Manages the server connection. Allows objects to send data 
or XML to the server.

(0,M)wstring SendQueue;

(1,1)ServerReceive* 
serverReceive;

bool connected
bool reconnecting;

Objects State

onConnectionStatusChan
ged();

Output

Socket

1:1

<<ApplicationConfigManager 
(pseudo interface object???)>>

Interface object which starts all other Objects.

FileDownloader

Downloads a file. For applications 
such as Acrobat which require it.

1:N

Communications
subsystem

1:1

1:N

EventController

Objects listen for a particular event bycalling connect_onServerEvent 
with a particular event type and a binding toa method on that object.

(1,1)hash_map<wstring, 
signal_serverEvent*>

(0,1)Element*

bool instanceCreated;

Objects State

Signals

Input Output

signal<void (const
Element&)>

receiveServerEvent(const
char* xmlDocument)

1:1 1:1

Observer<VisitEvents> 

Registry monitor

Polls on a shared buffer that the kernel driver uses to pass 
registry event information to user space. 

HANDLE hEvent;
HANDLE hDriver;
BYTE* registryEventsBuffer;

bool driverInstalled;
bool monitorRunning;

Objects State

connect_onRegistryEvent(c
onst
signal_registryEvent::slot_t
ype& s);

signal<void (const wstring&, 
const wstring&, const
DWORD, const wstring&, 
const wstring&)>

Input Output

Connection signal

getProcessPath
(processId)

sendData(const char* data, 
size_t length)

sendElement(const Element& 
element)

sendXML(const wstring&, 
const vector<Attribute>&)

ConnectToServer();

CaptureClient 

Create the log directories and server-stub, Analyzer and 
Visitor. Connect to server. 

(1,1)Analyzer
(1,1)Visitor
(1,1)Server

Objects State

Signals

onServerConnectEvent
Connection(const
Element& element);

onConnectionStatusCha
nged();

onServerPingEventConn
ection()

Input OutputOutput

Connection

Connection

Server::sendData()

Server::ConnectTo
Server()Connection

Logger::writeSystem
EventToLog()

Key:
*Inter object communication are in bold with the calling 
function beside.
*Method calls are dotted.
*Function definitions reside on the owning objects . 
Incomplete function descriptions reside on the calling 
object.
*Multi-object signals are in solid striped lines
*Method calls are dotted. 
*Ownership lines are in red, with dashed lines for 
object references.
*Threaded objects are in black, 
*Blue objects run in the context of the capture client 
main process.
*Objects sub headings refer to non primitive non data 
objects.
*State is the object or system state.

signal<void (const
Element&)>

1:1

1:1

1:11:1 1:1

Application::visitGroup(
visitEvent* visitEvent)

Monitor::start()/
stop()

1:1

1:1

(1)

(2)(3)

(4)

(5)



Future extensions for developers 
Presently the only supported environment which has 
software support is Windows XP, however Vista and 
Windows 7 remain feasible though untested options 
with the current system monitors. A Unix/linux and 
Mac variation may also be considered with all but 
monitor code transportable with limited patching. 
 
Chrome, Flash, IE7 and 8 all to be implemented as 
potential exploited programs.  
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